6th January 2023

Value of the week: Patience

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Welcome back to the start of the spring term at Nettlestone! There has been much
excitement in school this week as the children have been speaking of their Christmas
celebrations, time spent with their families and of course the treats and gifts that
were left by Father Christmas.
We know that many of the children will have been given technology for Christmas
whether that be a tablet, games console, smart watch, mobile phone or even computer
and so please do take time to read our helpful hints in the newsy this week about how
to keep children safe online. Computing remains our curriculum focus for this year
and we want to help parents as much as possible with handy hints and tips for keeping
one step ahead of the children when it comes to online behaviour. On this point
please can we remind parents that watches with internet connectivity
and mobile phones should not be coming into school.
There has been lots of talk of new year resolutions and fresh starts
this week as we hope that 2023 will be happy and healthy for all of
our community. Let’s make it happen!

CHANGES TO OUR AWARDS
At the start of this new year we have are making a few slight adjustments to our
Celebration Assembly format. In addition to the headteacher awards and in
order to keep our key principles ‘live’ in all that we do we will be launching 5 new
awards to be celebrated weekly to replace the current format.
There will be an award to celebrate each of the following:
I can make healthy choices.
I can be resilient.
I can make a difference.
I can live respectfully.
I can make it happen!
All awards will be presented on the basis on nomination
which could be by staff, children, friends or family!
We look forward to celebrating with you this year!

RETURNED TO THEIR ENVIRONMENT!
After the unforeseen events of last term,
Reception class were able to return back to
their classroom this week. Thank you to all
of the staff that were determined to ‘make
it happen’ and also to the children who have
demonstrated so many of our school values as
part of this process. They have proven to be both adaptable
and resilient adapting to different timetables and different
environments. Well done Apple Class.

BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS!
After our postponed visits to the local library last term we managed to succeed this week!
Half of the Reception class had the
opportunity to visit Ryde library this week.
They got to find out how libraries work and
learnt about all the different opportunities
that are available there. They also played
games, listened to a story and learnt that
we have to be very quiet and respectful in
the library. Well done to all.

CLUBS START NEXT WEEK
Please be reminded that our clubs provision for the Spring term start
next week. There are some new clubs on the list and some changes to
days and so please look carefully at the list rather than just assume
everything will remain as it was in the autumn term. Please also
remember that we provide wrap-around care for children from 7.45am to 5pm. These
can be booked via SchoolMoney or by calling Mrs Ayling in the School Office.

POLITE REMINDER
Please can we remind all of our school visitors to site that
we are a non-mobile phone area. This includes the use of
phones on the playground as well as in the school building.
Thank you for your continued support with this safeguarding matter.

ASSEMBLY THIS WEEK—NEW BEGINNINGS
Mrs Jacobs looked at New Beginnings with the children in her assembly on Tuesday. She talked
with the children about the Roman God Janus, who the month of January is named after, who
had two faces, one to look at the past and one to face the future.
Mrs Jacobs then looked at the school vision and spoke of new year's resolutions, reminding the children of
school rules that have recently been aligned to the vision principles by the Young Governors. Mrs Jacobs
advised that the rules are currently in a draft format and welcomed the views of the wider school
community. She is looking forward to hearing the children’s thoughts after they have been discussed
further.
The assembly ended with a focus on 'I can be resilient' and used this to
talk about mistakes being like new beginnings - together they read 'The
Book of Mistakes' by Corrina Luyken where a child makes mistakes in her
drawings and instead of getting disheartened, she turns them into
something new and better. If you would like to read the story at home
please access the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYmYJxlSx7U

ATTENDANCE MATTERS
Our attendance has been 97.47% this week which is a fantastic start to the New Year.
We want to teach the right kids, the right stuff, at the right time and in the right way ...EVERY DAY! To
achieve this aim we work closely with the Education and Inclusion Team, who are able to support
families with making sure their children attend school regularly.
Please ‘make it happen’ and come to school on time every day.

KEEPING CHILDREN SAFE—ONLINE
Did you know - every half a second a child goes online for the first time!
Following the Christmas excitement and enthusiasm, pausing to do safety set-ups
together and talk about online safety might seem a bit ‘bah humbug’. However, you’re
not only helping to keep your child or young person safer online, but also beginning to build their cyber
resilience. Use these tips to keep your child and family safe this New Year.
1. Talk it through
Conversations with your children are key to keeping them safer online. Discuss everything from safety
settings to social media to cyber security together. Remember, it’s not a tick box exercise to get over and
done with! These initial conversations are just the beginning. Keep online safeguarding and device safety
regular and ongoing topics of conversation in your household.
2. Review Age Ratings
Follow PEGI age ratings when deciding about the suitability of games for the child or young person in your
care. Bear in mind that you know your child best; if a game doesn’t seem like it would suit your child, then give
it a miss and find one that’s a better fit.
3.Enable parental controls and family settings
Make sure you use the tools that are at your disposal! Check with your broadband providers, on devices,
games, apps etc., for parental control and family setting options. Don’t forget to communicate with your child
or young person about any parental control settings that you’ve set up on your child’s first phone or any
devices they use. It’s important they understand why parental controls are being put in place but also that
you’re not establishing a relationship of secrecy regarding device usage and the online world.
4. Safety Settings
Safety settings. As with the parental controls, utilise the existing features fully. It’s easy to forget about
using safety settings or think, ‘I’ll do this later’ but right now is much better than an inevitable never!
5. Be kind
Talk to your child about the important of being kind and mindful of other people’s feelings online. Make sure
your child knows it’s important to report bullying behaviour, even when it’s directed at other people.
6. Money matters
Understanding the value of money is an important life lesson for every child. It’s just as essential for that
understanding to be applied to the online world too! Loot boxes, game prices, streaming services, film
downloads, in-game currencies and DLC (extra downloadable content) are just a few of the financial elements
that your child will encounter online. Teach them about the real-world value and the importance of asking
permission before making purchases (and if your bank account details are linked, make sure to set up a PIN!)
7. Passwords and passcodes
As well as using PINs to protect your pay from being spent on Minecraft skins, set up passwords and
passcodes on devices. You might want to use a code to protect your child from downloading a game without
your permission or to set screen time schedules. There’s a range of restrictions you can choose from,
depending on the device.
8. Time limits and breaks
Before handing over your child’s first phone or new device,
discuss and agree on time limits. Be firm but fair and –
most importantly – realistic. Some devices will let you set
this by game, app, platform, or device so you can let
technology help monitor them but keep a watchful eye for
yourself. Regular screen breaks are important, too.
P.S. Parents, remember that we need to be good roles
model and follow the screen time rules too!

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN LEARNING THIS WEEK?
It’s been lovely to see all our little learners happy faces returning to preschool. The children have settled back
ready to explore, learn and have fun. We have been super impressed with the children’s good listening and how
they are being helpful with their friends and adults.
Reception were really excited to return to their classroom this week. They were brimming with
enthusiasm to share their holiday news. meet their friends and return to their learning. Half the class had
the opportunity to visit the library this week and learn how a library works plus play games and listen to a
story. It was their first trip out and they were amazing ambassadors for the school. The children have
also been learning about New Year Resolutions and thinking about what changes they could make and what
they would like to achieve over the coming year.
Welcome back! The children have really impressed us with their return to school this week and they have
settled quickly back into the daily routines. In Maths, this week we have been practicing counting and
recognising numbers to 50. We have also been investigating number bonds to 10 using Numicon and the
rekenreks, before writing addition and subtraction number sentences to represent the different bonds. In
English, we have been reading ‘Duffy’s Lucky Escape’. We have been making predictions and writing about what
we think might happen next.
In Year two, we have begun a focus on Goldilocks and the Three Bears. We are looking at the traditional
story and then comparing it to a alternate version. The children will then be using this model to write their
own versions of the tale. We have also begun practicing our times tables. The class have been working
very hard at learning the ten times table this week! In Science, we have been learning about properties of
materials and how we can classify objects into different groups. Next week, Year Two will be taking part
in the first Art session with the New Carnival Company. Keep a look out for photographs!
Welcome back to the new term. This week we have started our new book, The Barnabus Project by The Fan
Brothers. First, we looked at the front cover and predicted what we thought the book was about. This led to an
interesting discussion of how an elephant could be shrunk to fit into a jar. After reading the book we found out
that the animal is half mouse and half elephant and is a failed pet. We investigated the different themes in the
book ranging from secrecy to working together. In Maths we are continuing to learn about multiplication but this
time finding out how to multiply a number above ten with a ones number. In Music we are having great fun learning to play
the Ocarina.
Happy New Year and what a great first week back to school year 4 have had. In maths they have been
multiplying and dividing by 10 and 100. In Literacy we started the week by learning about Gaius
Fortunatus a Roman soldier and creating an information page about him. We learnt about who the Romans
were, when in history they were and why they invaded Britain and this was the theme for our reading
sessions as well this week. The children looked at shading and tone during art creating tonal scales using
their pencil and experiment with the way they hold their pencil to allow them to create different tones as well as
experimenting with the 7 shading techniques.
This may have been a short week, but it has been crammed full of fun and interesting new learning. In Science, we
have learnt all about comets and asteroids, as well as learning the difference between mass and weight. Your mass
is measured in grammes and kilogrammes and it does not change. However, depending upon the amount of gravity,
your weight does change, so if there is zero gravity, you could be weightless. In English, we have been introduced
to Alfred Noyes' famous poem -The Highwayman. Alfred Noyes actually lived on the Isle of Wight and his grave is
here (in Totland). We watched an animated version of the poem, as well as listening to Miss Beale reading it from a
superbly illustrated book. We then further explored the poem by working in groups to create freeze frames to represent
the different parts of the story the poem tells. Children then acted as photographers, capturing each group's freeze
frames. In maths, we have been tackling division. However, the most exciting part of the week was our brilliant visit from
Wolfguard on Thursday afternoon, to launch our learning on the Vikings. We can't wait to see what next week will bring!
It has been a busy first week in Turing class! We started a new rich text 'The Lady of Shalott' by
Alfred, Lord Tennyson. We enjoyed exploring the language of the poem and asking questions to deepen our
understanding. In our Maths lessons, we started to look at ratios. We started looking at relationships
between numbers and thinking about the operations involved (i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division). In our Science lesson we created a timeline showing geological time. It is 4.6 metres long! We
placed events from the geological past on the timeline in chronological order. In our Design Technology
lesson, we looked at the deadline for making our Anderson shelters and planned the activities we need to complete.
We also discussed the materials that we will need. In PSHE (Personal, Social and Health Education), we looked at
appropriate touch and how we can be assertive in our response to keeping our personal space safe. In History we

created a map showing the extent of World War II.

CONVERSATION STARTERS!
Want to know what your children have been learning this week? Here are some
conversation starters that may help you talk to them about what they have
been up to in class!
PRE-SCHOOL

RECEPTION

Talk to me about… What have I been enjoying
doing in preschool

Talk to me about... my New Year's resolution

Tips of the week… Share a book or Story
together

Words to use... New Year, Celebrations, Fireworks,
Resolutions

Tips for the week ... following our trip to Ryde
Words to use… Talk about what is happening in the library why not visit the library and choose a book!
book/Story. “What was your favourite part”.
We have been reading.. Squirrel's New Year
We have been reading… My Pet Star by Corinne
resolution by Pat Miller
Averiss & Rosalind Beardshaw
CLASS 1

CLASS 2

Talk to me about…giving directions.

Talk to me about... my ten times table

Words to use…forwards, backwards, turn, left,
right Tip for the week…Can you watch a weather
forecast with your child? Talk
together about
the forecast and what it tells you about the
weather in the next few days.

Words to use... ten, times, multiply, lots of, groups
of, equals

We have been reading…Duffy’s Lucky Escape by
Ellie Jackson and Liz Oldmeadow

CLASS 3

Tips for the week... practice the ten times table
at home. Play games, match the answers to the
number sentences, sing the song, use toys or counters to represent it, etc.
We have been reading.. Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
CLASS 4

Talk to me about ...the Barnabus Project.

Talk to me about... Shading using the 7 techniques
and using a tonal scale, Who were the Romans and
Words to use ... elephant, mouse, failed pet, perwhy did they invade Britain and when in history.
fect pet, freedom, secrets, team work.
Words to use... dividing, multiplying, Romans, inTips of the week ...Multiplication and addition are
vading, settling, tone, shading, risk, danger, program,
connected. Multiplication is repeated addition of
turtle and commands.
one number. When we multiply 23 by 3, we are adding 23 three times like this;23x 3 = 23+23+23 =
Tips for the week... Continue to learn your 2,5, 10
and 3 times table in random order and your Common
We have been reading... The Barnabus Project by
Exception words.
The Fan Brothers
We have been reading.. Boy by Roald Dahl and Roman Soldiers Handbook.
CLASS 5

CLASS 6

Talk to me about... asteroids, comets and 'mass'

Talk to me about… 'The Lady of Shalott'. Who was
she? What happened to her? Who wrote the poem?
What was his connection to the Isle of Wight?

Words to use... asteroids, comets, mass

Tips for the week ... A comet is made of rock and
Words to use... geological time; sedimentary; igneice. When the comet gets closer to the sun, the ice
ous; metamorphic; appropriate; inappropriate.
melts, creating the tail we sometimes see, as the
comet moves across the sky.
Tips for the week... keep reading! We will check
Boom Reader when we mark the homework and we
We have been reading... The Highwayman and
like to reward you for your hard work!
Jake Atlas
We have been reading... 'The Lady of Shalott' by

FREE HOT MEALS
The eligibility criteria for free school meals can be found at apply for free school meals.
We would encourage any parent who has faced a change in personal circumstances, perhaps related to the
current cost of living crisis, to consider the criteria and apply if they are eligible.
If the application is approved eligibility can open a gateway to a host of additional financial benefits for your
child including supporting the purchase of school uniform, funding for school trips,
additional in-class support.
Please also remember that children in EYFS, Y1 and Y2 are routinely eligible for a FREE
HOT MEAL (no application process necessary) and Sharon our chef makes yummy meals
that they will enjoy. Please contact the school office if you require any more
information about free meals.

Lunchtime Menu — Chartwells for week beginning 9th January 2023
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Choice 1

Macaroni
Cheese

Chinese
Chicken
Noodles

Roast Pork,
Spaghetti
Roast Potatoes Bolognese
& Gravy

Fish Fingers &
Chips

Choice 2

Vegetable
Chilli

Vegetable
Korma & Rice

Vegetable
Vegetarian
Pastry Roll
Cottage Pie
Roast Potatoes
& Gravy

Tomato Veggie
Burger & Chips

Desert

Flapjack with
Fruit Slices

Strawberry
Ice Cream

Jelly & Fruit
Slices

Crispy Crackle
Bar

Chocolate
Shortbread

ALL HOT MEAL ORDERS MUST BE IN BY 9.00AM
DON’T BE LATE THE COOK CAN’T WAIT!

Friday

